
Practices need good technology integrators, and 
good technology integrators need the DIA.

Setting a Higher Standard in Dental Technology™
MISSION:  The Dental Integrators Association was formed to create and 
deliver a higher standard of quality and care for dental practices and 
dental practice technology intregrators.

       The Best Independent 
Integrators Depend on the DIA



Ongoing Education and Training:  The DIA University is FREE for all members and their 
employees.  HIPAA, CyberSecurity, Technology, Business, Sales & Marketing - we 
cover it all!  Don't forget the Annual Conference, which offers more opportunities to 
network and learn.

t:

Higher Standards: DIA members adhere to higher  
performance standards than their competitors.

Local Knowledge: DIA members are located near 
the practices they serve.  Unlike national dental dealers, 
DIA members provide highly responsive service with a 
personal  touch.  They understand the practice’s needs 
like only a neighbor can.

Interestested in joining the DIA?

How DIA Members Benefit:

How Dental Practices Benefit:

Enhanced Capabilities: You and your 
fellow DIA members from around the 
country will constantly interact and 
learn from each other’s experiences 
about what works and what doesn’t.

Enhanced Credibility—The DIA logo will serve as a seal of approval signaling that 
your organization adheres to a higher standard of performance and customer care. 

Focused Expertise: National dental suppliers juggle everything from selling cotton swabs 
to installing storage cabinets, and local computer companies serve everyone from law 
firms to restaurants.  In  contrast, DIA members are focused solely on delivering the 
most reliable dental integration services available.
Objective Advice: While national dental suppliers are often restricted to recommending 
whatever software and hardware they are authorized to distribute, DIA members are 
free to recommend whatever is in the best interests of the practice.
More Time Chair-side: Dentists who hire DIA members spend less time dealing with 
computer problems, which means more time generating practice revenue.

Phone: 888-249-0559
Email: Michelle@dentalintegrators.org 

www.dentalintegrators.org




